
7. Building Damage 

7.1 Damage of Reinforced 
Concre託 Structures
S. Kono and H. Tanaka 

Many recently built multi-story reinforced 

concrete buildings collapsed in m司jorcities 

like Ahmedabad and Gandhidham. Those 

buildings had ground floors left open for 

parking with few or no filler walls. which 

resulted in a top-heaηr and soft ground-floor 

system. Since buildings with sound 

construction did not experience a可 m母or

damage for the level of ground motion 

experienced. the damage is considered to be 

due to inherent wea孟nessin the structロral

system. design. detailing. poor material 

quality and unsound construction pracむce.

This section overviews damage of RC 

structures and considers the causes of that 

damage. 

(1) Introduction 

τIle most commonly observed damage to 

RC structures was in the form of cracking 

and falling of lnfill walls.τIle infill walls 

were very vulnerable and damage to these 

walls resulted in significant economic loss 

and human casualties. However， the most 

striking failures wereせlestructural failures 

of modern multi-story buildings. Since 

buildings w1th sound construction shoロld

not have experienced any m母ordamage for 

the level of ground motion experienced， the 

damage was due to tnherent weakness in the 

structural system. deslgn. detailing. poor 

material quali勺， and unsound construction 

practice. The damage spread not only to 

cities close to the epicenter but also to m吋or

cities far from the epicenter. Some of those 

cities are Morbi (125 km from the epicenter). 

Rajkot (150 km)， Ahmedabad (300 km). 

Arnong the multiゅはorybuildings that 

collapsed. most had the ground story left 
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open for parking w1th few or no infill walls 

between the columns.τIl1s created a 

top-heavy structure w1th insuff1c1ent 

streng仕1and stiffness in the open ground 

story. Most buildings w1th complete infill 

walls in the ground story withstood the 

earthquake w1thout collapse. 

可rpicalstructural systems and m吋or

reasons of damage of RC structures are 

explained in this section based on the field 

investigation. 

(2) RC structures 加Ahmedabad

In Ahmedabad 300 km away from仕le

epicenter， sixty-nine reinforced concrete 

buildings of f1ve stories 抵roundfloor plus 

four stories) and eleven stories (ground floor 

plus ten stories). such as shown in Photo 7. 1 

and Photo ア.2. collapsed resulting in 746 

causalities (Dept. of Earthquake 

Engi註eering.Universi匂rof Rookie. 2001). 

About 80 percent of these buildings were 

built after仕leintroduction of earthquake 

design codes. Alせloughlocal geotechnical 

conditions and site amplification seemed to 

have influenced the damage patterns in 

Ahmedabad which is located on thick 

alluvial deposits along the Sabarmati River， 

the maximum recorded peak ground 

acceleration was as less as O.llg at仕le

basement of passport building as shown ln 

Fi嘉，ure7.1. Most of the properly designed 

buildings sun寸vedw1th minor damage but 

manyf1vゃ andeleven-story buildings having 

"soft stoηr" at the ground floor sustained 

heavy damage. These buildings were not 

designed for lateral loads as re弓uiredby 

Indian Standard 1893 and no concept of 

ductile detailing recommended in Indian 

Standard 13920 was seen. 

百le貯picalconstruction in Ahmedabad 

consists of reinforced concrete 

moment働 resisting frame structures w1th 



un-reinforced brick or stone infil1 wal1s. 

Ahmedabad Municipal Corporation has the 

floor surface index rule that limits the total 

covered area on a construction site. If the 

area is not surrounded by wal1s at the 

ground floor， balconies at the higher floors 

can be surrounded by walls and it is not 

counted. Therefore on仕leground floor， no 

walls are provided and only columns are 

present as shown in the plan drawings in 

Figure 7. 2 and Figure 7. 3. This makes a 

'soft stoη" at the ground floor， which is 

highly vulnerable to earthquakes. 

Additionally， rigid continuous beams and 

relatively less stifT columns created an 

undeSirable strong-beam and weak-column 

system. 

Photo 7.1. Typica1 five-story RC building. 

Photo 7. 2. 司rpicaleleven-stOIγRC building. 
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Figure 7.1. Ground acceleration at the 

Ahmedabad Passport Building. 

Most of the buildings that collapsed or 

suffered structural damage rested on 

shallow footings. Foundation depths are 

usually 1.5m for a five-story building and 

2.0・ 2.7mfor an eleven-story building as 

shown in Photo 7.3. Soil is alluvial and 

ponds have been fil1ed to construct buildings 

at many places. Geotechnical 

investigations are not carried out as a basic 

engineering requirement. Tie beams are 

absent as the foundations were shal1ow. 

Buildings are designed only for gravity loads 

using 15MPa concrete for five-story 

buildings and 20MPa concrete for eleven 

stoη， buildings (Goyal et al. 2001). The 

provisions of Indian Standard 1893 to 

calculate equivalent lateral loads for seismic 

conditions are not considered， and 

structural engineers are not even aware of 

the ductile detailing requirements of Indian 

Standard 13920. For example， the shear 

reinforcing hoops are arranged as shown in 

Figure 7.4. . For a ground floor column of 

230 mm  x 450 mm， common practice is to 

provide 6mm mild steel stirrups at a spacing 

of 200 mm  in five-story buildings and in a 

230 mm  x 600 mm  column， 8mm steel 

sti汀 ups for eleven story buildings at a 

spacing of 200 mm  (Goyal et al. 2001). 
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Figure 7. 3. 



Photo 7.3. Foundation of collapsed five-storγRC 

building. 
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Figure 7.4. Spliced shear reinforcing hoops. 

At仕leground floor， columns are not 

cast up to the bottom face of the beam and a 

gap of 200 -250 mm  is left. For a 2.7m 

story height， casting 1s done up to 2.4m for 

the column， and仕lerema1n1ng 0.3 -0.4 m is 

cast with beams. Because of heavy 

longitudinal reinforcement in the 

continuous beam， a part of the column just 

below the beam has poor qualiザ ofconcrete 

as shown in Photo 7.4. . This part of仕le

concrete is veηr brittle as it is difficult to 

compact due to heavy reinforcement of 

cantilever beam. Therefore plastic hinge 

zone below the beams is the most vulnerable 

part and top of the column was severely 

damaged by crushing and spalling of 

concrete. 
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Photo 7.4. Honeycomb concrete can be seen 

above the construction ioint. 

Photo 7.5. Mansi Complex collapsed because of 

仕letoo much load from the pool at出e

top. 

Extra floors and water tanks， added at 

the top of the building without strengthening 

the columns， further increased damage. 

For example， one of the most devastating 

failures of buildings was that of M泊施i

Complex constructed in 1994 in Photo 7.5. 

whose plan view is shown in Figure 7. 3. 

This eleven-stolγbuilding had a soft ground 

floor with strong beams and weak columns. 

The half of the buildings split from the li仕

core and collapsed resulting in 46 casualties 

while the other half part in Photo 7.5. is 

still standing. Poor design practice， 

shallow foundations， and improper detailing 

caused the shear failure of columns at the 

ground floor. Additional loads of swimming 

pool and water tank without strengthening 
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the columns worsen the vulnerability. 百le

half of the building did not collapse as the 

connecting beams and slabs failed due to 

improper embedment of reinforcement. 

In some of the buildings. part of the 

building collapsed while stiff li仕 coreblock 

remained standing as there was no lateral 

load transfer mechanism to the core as 

shown in Photo 7.5. The slab 

reinforcement was not properly anchored to 

the beams or walls of出ecore. Failure of 

columns at the ground floor resulted in 

pulling out of the improperly placed slab 

reinforcemen t. 

Akshar Deep Flat had three five-story 

RC buildings with penthouse on the top and 

parking on ground floor. The penthouse 

was used as the part of the residence of fi此h

stoηT. Two buildings collapsed in a 

pancake manner and the only one building 

withstood with heavy damage. As seen 

from Figure 7. 2 and Photo 7.6. . the floor 

plan and column a汀 angementis i汀 egular

and some beams are eccentrically connected 

to columns.τbe floors of second and upper 

had 2 m cantilever floor hanging out from 

仕le outermost column resulting in a 

Photo 7.6. Columns are arranged in an irregular 

manner and the aspect ratio is large. 

Siddhi Apartment is a five-stoηT RC 

frame with infill walls. The ground floor 

was open for parking. Four residents in 

each floor are symme甘icallya汀 angedand 

the floor plan and column locations are quite 
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regular. 官leground floor columns under 

the east half part collapsed first and仕le

upper part followed resulting in a pancake 

failure while the other half part and仕lelift 

core is still standing. The columns of the 

remaining part will be retrofitted by fiber 

reinforced plastic sheet and the structure 

will be reused. 

(3) Damage outside Ahmedabad 

Outside Ahmedabad. damage to RC 

building structures can be also seen in 

m吋orcities like Bhuj. Gandhidham. Anj訂，

R司kotand the failure modes are quite 

similar to those observed in Ahmedabad. 

Typical failures are briefly introduced below. 

Photo 7.7. shows a commercial 

two-stoηT RC building in Bhachau. All 

columns have large aspect ratio so仕lat廿le

inside can be fully utilized as a commercial 

space. In this type of columns. the 

anchoring of the beam reinforcement cannot 

be secured in a short distance of吐leweak 

axis direction and consequently ends of 

some beams completely pulled out from 

beam-column joints.ηle stiffness and 

s廿eng仕1 in weak axis direction were not 

enough and仕leground floor and the second 

floor swayed in仕leopposite direction. The 

complete pancake failure was avoided since 

some infill walls sustained the vertical load. 

Photo 7.7. RC building in Bhachau collapsed in a 

side sway mechanism. 

Photo 7.8. shows a brand-new six-stoηr 



RC building named Pooja Flat in the city of 

Anjar. 百leground and second floors were 

to be used for a commercial area and had 

large openings. As shown in Photo 7.9. 

damage concentrated on the lower floors 

with shear failure at the most ground floor 

columns which had shear reinforcement of 

φ8 at 200 mm  pitch.τbe part of the 

structure beside the one in picture failed in a 

pancake manner and the other part behind 

lost the ground and second floors completely. 

These collapsed pa此sdetached from the 

pa此 inthe picture because beams and slabs 

were not properly anchored to the standing 

block. 

Say吋ihotel in Gandhidham shown in 

Photos 7.10， 7.11 lost its ground floor. The 

columns of the ground StOIy had a section of 

large aspect ratio of 250x700 mm.τbe 

upper floor had 600 mm  thick wall for an 

architectural reason.τbose thick walls 

were made of solid brick and created an 

overload condition.τbe overload and the soft 
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Photo 7.9. Shear failure of columns in PO吋aFlat

Photo 7.10. Say吋iHotel in Gandhidham failed 

at the soft ground story. 

Photo 7.11. Columns with large aspect ratio 

failed at the ground f100r at Sayaji Hotel 

in Gandhidham. 
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Table 7. 1 Investigated RC buildings 

Building No.of 
No. Location 

回ame Stories 

Akshar 
B1 

teep Flat Ahmedabad 

B2 Siddhi Flat Ahmedabad 

Mansi 
B3 

K::omplex Ahmedabad 

Hotel 
B4 

~ahesh Morbi 

B5 Prince Hotel Bhuj 

Limdiwaca 
B6 

rrerrace Bhuj 

B7 NK Tower Bhuj 

B8 Pooja Flat hリar

B9 
Classic 

romplex Gandhidham 

(4) Detalled investlgatlon of nine 

reinforced concrete buildings 

5 

5 

11 

4 

4 

5 

6 

6 

5 

Nine RC buildings were investigated in 

detail in order to study causes of the damage 

and measure the fundamental period. The 

fundamental period was obtained from the 

micro-tremor measurement and it is 

compared to a simple predictive equation. 

Table 7.1 shows the number of stories， 

building height， fundamental period in 

longitudinal and transverse directions， 

damage level based on EMS98 (European 

Seismological Commission， 1998). B 1 '" B3 

are located in Ahmedabad 300km east of the 

epicenter and B4"'B9 are in cities closer to 

the epicenter. 

Fundamental period for each building 

was obtained from the micro-tremor 

measurement. Measurement was carried 

out three times at the top of the buildings 

using an accelerogram for the period of 

20.48 seconds. Recorded acceleration 

history was Fourier-transfonned and 

smoothened with Parzen window of 0.5Hz 

bandwidth. Three spectra were averaged 
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Height Fundamental Period (s) Damage 

(m) 
Longitudinal rrransverse 

Level 

14.2 0.66 0.67 4 

15.6 0.56 0.61 3 

30.7 0.72 0.98 3 

12.2 0.20 0.22 1 

10.0 0.17 0.17 2 

15.4 0.29 0.41 2 

21.6 0.54 0.53 2 

18.0 0.59 0.44 4 

14.7 0.38 0.36 3 

and fundamental period was read from the 

average spectra. 官 官 procedure was 

carried out in both longitudinal and 

transverse directions independently. These 

values訂 elisted in Table 7. 1. Figure 7.5 

shows the relation between the fundamental 

period and the building height. The 

equation to predict the fundamental period 

(T=0.02H， where T is a fundamental period 

in second， H is a building height in m) is also 

shown. A solid circle ・anda square田

show the fundamental periods in 

longitudinal and transverse directions， 

respectively.τbe measured period is longer 

than the prediction partly beca use of the 

damage. However， Abe et al. (1979) 

reported that the damage increases 仕le

fundamental period by 1.5 times at most. 

Hence， the period of investigated structures 

was originally longer because the 

contribution of the non-structural 

components was very small. 

(Note : Section (4) was originally written in 

Japanese by Takumi Toshinawa.) 
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Figure 7.5. Fundamental periods of structures. 

(5) Conclusions 

In this earthquake. many reinforced 

concrete structures suffered minor to 

catastrophic damage. 百四 mostcommonly 

observed damage to RC structures was in 

the form of cracking and falling of infill walls 

but the most s廿iking failure was the 

structural failures of modern multi-story 

buildings. Damage to RC buildings 

especially concentrated on the five-story or 

eleven-story buildings， which had soft 

ground floors used for parking‘ Since 

buildings with sound construction should 

not have experienced any m吋ordamage for 

仕lelevel of ground motion experienced. 

せlosedamage was due to inherent weakness 

in the structural system. design， detailing， 

poor material quality and unsound 

construction practice. This explains the 

widespread structural damage to RC 

buildings in cities very far from the epicenter 

like R母kotand Ahmedabad. Damage to RC 

building structures can be aUributed to the 

combination ofせlefollowing reasons. 

1. Soft stoηr effects 

2. Poor detailing of structural joints 

3. Inadequate reinforcing steel tie 

spacing and 90 degree hook 
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4. Insufficient reinforcing steel 

development length in columns 

with large aspect ratio 

5. Honeycomb concrete at the top of 

ground floor columns 

6. Lateral force is not considered in 

design 

7. Inappropriate anchoring of beam 

and slab reinforcement 
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Photo 7.12. Bird's view of the newly developed 

town district of Gandhidham 

Photo 7.13. Buildings along the center street in 

the old town of Gandhidham 

Photo 7.14. Buildings along the center street in 

仕leold town of Gandhidham (side view) 
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Since concentration of building damage 

was found in a town district of Gandhidham 

city， we investigated the relation of the 

damage to the soil conditions and the 

characteristics of buildings， mairily in出at

area. 

Figure 7.6 shows the town map 

Gandhidham city. Damage concentration 

was observed in an enclosed area in Fig. 7.6. 

ηle sites of heavily damaged buildings are 

shown in Fig. 7.7. Photo 7.12 shows 

bird's view of the district and the main street 

of Gandhidham. which runs from west to 

east. The heavily damaged district is in 

the vicinity of the old town. However， we 

had hardly seen severely damaged buildings 

in仕leold town as shown in Photos 7. 13 and 

7.14. The buildings of this area are mainly 

two storied row houses and廿leirstructures 

are reinforced concrete framed masonry. 

This block of the town was established in 

1950s， and therefore， is the oldest 

Gandhidham city but far newer than towns 

like Bhuj or Bhachau. 

a 

Sawada， 

in 

7.2 Damage in Gandhidham 
Yasuhiro Hayashi， Sumio 

Sanjay.Pareek and Yoshiaki Hisada 
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Figure 7.6 Town map ofGandhidham 

Investigated area 



In order to cIariちT the cause of the 

damage concentration， we first investigated 

the correlation between building damage 

and the soil condition. 

To investigate the soil conditions， we 

conducted microtremor measurements on 

the soil surface at seventeen sites as shown 

in Fig. 7.8. Based on the measurements， 

we evaluated a HjV spectrum at each site to 

identiかthepredominant frequency of the 

soil. Simultaneously， we recorded average 

damage condition of su汀 oundingmasonry 

buildings and reinforced concrete buildings. 

The definition of damage rank is based on 

the EMS-98 (1). The index of G 1， G2， G3， 

G4 to G5 in Fig. 7.8 is coπesponding to the 

Grade 1 (negligible to slight damage)， Grade 

2 (moderate damage)， Grade 3 (substantial 

to heavy damage)， Grade 4 (very heavy 

damage) to Grade 5 (destruction) of 

cIassification by EMS-98. In addition， the 

index GO means仕latwe cannot find any 

damage around the site. Vulnerability cIass 

of both masonry buildings and reinforced 

concrete buildings are considered to be C 

judging from the quality of construction， 

material， and structure. 

It is cIear from Fig. 7.8 仕lat RC 

buildings have generally higher grade of 

damage compared with masonry buildings. 

Moreover， damage grade along the main 

street is the highest in the whole 

Gandhidham. On仕leother hand， there are 

some sites whose HjV spectra have peaks 

co汀 espondingto predominant frequency of 

the surface soil layer. However， we cannot 

recognize any clear tendency in H jV spec廿a

that explains the difference between damage 

degree of damage concentrated area and 

that of仕leothers. Judging from HjV 

spectrum obtained from microtremor 

measurement， the soil conditions at most of 

the places in Gandhidham city are very good 

and the soil condition could not account for 

the damage concentration of buildings along 

the main street. 
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Next， damage survey of all buildings in 

the block， where concentration of building 

damage was observed， was conducted. A 

total of 147 buildings were investigated. 

Investigated parameters are the grade of 

building damage， the number of stories， the 

句rpeof use of buildings， and structural type. 

However， when a building has RC frame， we 

also filled infill material in the investigation 

sheet. The definition of damage grade also 

follows EMS-98. 

First， the relationship between 

structural守pe(masonηor RC frame) and 

damage ratio is shown in Fig. 7.9. This 

白gure shows that damage of RC frame 

buildings was clearly severe than that of 

masonry buildings. 

Next， the material currently used for the 

infill wall of RC framed masonry was 

cIassified according to sand stone (SS)， solid 

brick (SB)， and the concrete block (CB). 

Variation in the quality of a concrete block is 

very large. 官lequality of concrete block is 

dependent on仕lemix proportion of cement 

in the concrete blocks and the mortar used 

for bonding paste. Figure 7.10 shows the 

relationship between infill materiaI and 

damage ratio. From this白gure，it seems 

that仕leratio of serious damage increases in 

the order of sand stone， concrete block， and 

solid brick. 

For reference， natural periods of RC 

framed buildings and masonry buildings in 

India obtained from micro廿emor

measurement are shown in Figs. 7. ll(a) and 

(b)， respectively. First， the naturaI periods T 

of buildings， whose damage grade are less 

than G2， are almost same as those of 

Japanese buildings [T=0.07 N ， where N is 

the number of stories]. However， the 

buildings suffered more serious damage 

when the natural period becomes Ionger 

than T=O.lN in many cases. Therefore， it 

seems that the buildings with longer natural 

periods show considerable damage in 

structural members and infill walls. 
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Next. the relation between type of use of 

the building and damage is shown in Fig. 

7.12. τbree among five hotels and nine 

among twenty-three office buildings suffered 

G3 damage or more.τbat is. the hotels and 

the office buildings had much serious 

damage. On the contraηヘ thereis little 

damage with respect to a residential houses 

and stores. 

The relation between building use and 

the number of stories is shown in Fig. 7.13. 

Most of the residential houses and stores 

have one or two stories. However. all the 

hotels with severe damage had three or more 

stories. The office buildings had much 

severe damage next to hotels. and there 

were many office buildings with three stories 

or more. 

Finally. the relation between the number 

of stories and damage is shown in Fig. 7.14. 

The ratio of buildings with a damage of 

Grade 3 or more is about 60 percent for 4 or 

5 storied buildings. while it is 35 percent or 

less for 2 or 3 storied buildings. 

results are consistent with the fact 

hotels and office buildings suffered 

These 

that 

much 

residential severe damage compared with 

houses and stores. 
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damage and type of use. 

35 

addition. most masonry buildings 

have two or less stories. τbere was almost 

no difference in damage ratio between RC 

and masonrγbuildings if the number of 

stories is limited at two or less. After all. it 

can be said that the damage ratio increases 

with the number of stories. which is the 

main cause of damage concentration in 

Gandhidham. This tendency is not peculiar 

the Gujarat earthquake. The same 

tendency was seen also in the Turkey 

earthquake and Taiwan earthquake of 1999， 

and the 1995 Hyogo Nanbu earthquake. 

When a high building collapses， casualties 

and losses increase drastically.τberefore， it 

is very important to improve the seismic 

perfonnance of high-rise buildings. 

On the other hand， in the investigated 

area.仕leaverage damage grade of one or 

two storied buildings was G2 to G3. 

obviously large. compared with the damage 

grade G 1 of buildings in廿leold town. The 

causes of仕ledamage can be explained as 

follows. 

In 

to 

It is 

5 

。
5 

Figure 7.13. Relationship between building use 

and仕lenumber of stories. 
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τbe town of Gandhidham is built from 

1950s. Anjar earthquake in 1956 affected 

仕letown planning， and it was supposed that 

houses in Gandhidham were made to be 

strong against earthquakes. Actually，廿le

residences in the old town had many walls， 

and the quality of infill material was also 

veIγgood. Therefore，仕le houses were 

heal廿lystructurally after the earthquake. 

al仕loughvery slight cracks can be found. 

ηlerefore， from damage investigation of 

Gandhidham ci匂r，we see the importance of 

仕les廿eng廿leningof buildings in a fresh 

light in order to mitigate earthquake 

disaster. 
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7.3 Damage to Masonry Structures 

Kimiro MEGURO， Fumiaki UEHAN and 

Pradeep Kumar RAMANCHARLA 

1. lntroduction 

Past earthquakes have revealed that the 

col1apse of masonry structures is responsible 

for more than 800
/0 of the casualties during 

these events. During the ground shake， ma-

sonry bricks or blocks fall and strike the 

people inside the structure. Due to the small 

size of the bricks， the space left free after the 

collapse is veηr smal1 and even in case the 

resident survives， the generated dust makes 

breathing difficult. There have been cases of 

people surviving the structure col1apse that 

have died of asphyxiation. 

In some of the countries where masonηis 

widely used for construction， there is still not 

enough concern abou t the seismic perfor-

mance and strength of出 is匂ゃeof structures. 

This situation is aggravated by the fact that 

masonη， especially adobe， is commonly con-

structed by the user himself without any en-

gineering knowledge. 

Even in countries where earthquake engi-

neering development is high， most of仕lere-

search is focused on the study of complex 

structures such as high-rise buildings or long 

span bridges while little attention is given to 

Photo 7.16 Single-story brick masonry house 
constructed in 1956 

7. Building Damage 

masonry bui1dings. A similar situation is ob-

served in Japan where there is an urgent need 

for仕lestudy of strengthening and retrofitting 

techniques for timber structures， a material 

widely used for housing. In spite of its vul-

nerability， which has been exposed in the re-

cent earthquakes， veηr few researchers are 

focused on this type of s甘uctures.

In this chapter， a summary of the type of 

masonry structures commonly used in India 

as well as their earthquake related damage is 

presented. 

2. Characteristics ofmαson7νstructures 
in the affectedαrelα 

This section provides the characteristics of 

masonη， construction as wel1 as a descrip-

tion of the conditions prior to the event. 

Masonry structures in the affected紅白訂e

c1assified in seven types， A 1 to A4 and B 1 to 

Photo 7. 15 Traditional masonry house called Bhonga 

Photo 7. 1 7 Overview of theザpicaltown constituted 
by low rise masonry structures 
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B3. Al and A2 are formed by natural shape 

stones whereas A3 and A4訂 eformed by cut 

stones. As for the mortar， A 1 and A3 have 

clayey m ud whereas A2 and A4 have poor 

quality sand/cement mortar. Masonηtypes 

A3 and A4 are sometimes combined with RC 

column or slab. 

MasonηT type B 1 corresponds to adobe wi出

clayey mud. B2 and B3 are constituted by 

bricks with clayey mud and sand/cement 

mortar， respectively. The latter structures 

sometimes present RC columns， lintels， or 

slabs. This chapter does not discuss the ma-

sonry infill wal1s because白eses甘ucturesare 

considered as a special type of RC structure. 

Photo 7.15 shows a traditional structure 

called Bhonga or Kuchch1i. The lower part is 

made of adobe or brick masonηwhereas the 

(a) Left side: Before finishing the outside wall， Right 
side: Mter fmishing吐lewall 

7. Building Da"ω:ge 

roof is usually made of straw. Generally， the 

Bhongαhave one singly room， i.e. there are 

not interior partitions. The main feature of this 

structure is its cylindrical shape， which pro-

vides it with a better seismic performance 

when compared with the commonly used rect-

angular shaped structures. Due to its 

axisymmetry， the Bhonga exhibit good seis-

mic performance no matter which is仕leearth-

quake direction. On contrast， the rectangu-

lar shaped structures tend to concentrate 

stresses at the corners causing damage at 

these regions and eventually the separation 

of adjacent walls. 

Photo 7.16 shows a house that did not suf-

fer any m勾ordamage. It was constructed in 

1956 just after the Anjar earthquake. While 

in other cities，仕lenewer仕lehouse，せlestron-

(b) Left side: Mter fmishing the wall， Right side: 
Mter finishing and pain ting仕lewall 

(c) OveIVIew of吐les甘ucturein吐leright side of Photo 7.18 (b) frorn a different viewpoint 

Photo 7.18 Different construction stages of stone rnasonry houses 
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Photo 7.19 Oifferent construction stages of 
largerubble stone masonry struc-
tures 

(a) Overview of the house 

(b) The column supporting RC slab is made by 
just piling仕lebricks (Column in back side is 
RC) 

(c) Close up of the RC column 
(It is very slender and joint connection is 
poorly constructed.) 

Photo 7.21 Two-story stone and brick masonry 
house with RC slab and lintel band 

7. Building Damage 

Photo 7.20 This partially damaged structure 
seemed to look very nice before仕le
earthquake. 

¥ 

Photo 7.22 Huge stone masonry structure. Oetail of a poor∞nnection between RC bearn and masonry 
wa1l， which might induce tension s甘'esseson the wa1l 
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photo depicts the typical town prior to the 

earthquake. 

7. Building 

Photos 7. 18 and 7. 19 show the construc-

tion stages of a cou ple of守picaltwo story resi-

dential buildings. Photo 7.18 series show ma-

sonry structures conformed by huge and 

heavy stone blocks in combination with RC 

lintel and slabs. At仕lelast stage of construc-

tion， the structures look like sound RC build-

ings. It is impossible to assess the real struc-

tural system unless earlier stages of construc-

tion紅 eobserved. Photo 7.19 shows a similar 

ger it was， in Anjar， older houses tend to be 

stronger than new ones. The reason for this 

is that after the Anjar earthquake， the entire 

city was relocated and house construction 

quality was given proper attention. Only one-

stoηT buildings were built in the newly devel-

oped town. Unfortunately， the awareness of 

earthquake related problems and attention to 

seismic strength of structures did.not endure 

and decreased as time passed. 

Photo 7. 17 shows an overview of low ma-

situation. The structures at the back are at 

the last stage of construction whereas the 

front ones are not provided with finishing yet. 

Photo 7.20 shows another case of a par-

tially damaged structure. The back of the 

building， which collapsed， reveals the poor 

quality of the construction practice. This 

builaing seemed sound before仕leea此hqu叫e

struck it. 

Photo 7.21 series show a mas9nry build-

ing with RC elements such as columns and 

sonη， structures in the affected area. This 
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Photo 7.23 Masonry structure wi出 lintelband 

(a) Blocks left under the sun heat for drying. 

(b) Cementj sand mortar m凶ngfor出eblock prepa-

ration. 

(c) Compression， compaction and vibration of仕le

moロarfor fo口ningthe blocks 
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slabs. Photo 7.21 (b) is a c10se up of one of the 

columns. After this column is finished it will 

look like a RC element. However， it is just a 

veη， weak unreinforced masonry elemen t. 

Photo 7.21 (c) depicts a slab-column detail. The 

upper column is obviously too slender 

whereas the lower column is veηpoor1y con-

nected with the slab. 

Photo 7.22 series show a masonry struc-

ture composed of huge stones. The photo on 

the right presents the detail of the slab sup-

port on a RC cantilever beam. This beam is 

direct1y su pported on the masonry wall with-

out any special anchoring detail. In case of 

an earthquake， the canti1ever vibrates verti-

cally causing tension s廿essesin仕lemasonry. 

Since the masonry tension strength is very 

low， this type of connection is likely to fail. 

Photo 7.23 shows a masonry structure with 

a RC lintel. This element usually provides in-

Photo 7.25 Separation of adjacent walls of a rectan-
gular shaped dwelling 

7. Building Damage 

tegrity to the structure， increasing the 

strength and improving the seismic perfor-

mance. However，白血iscase， the connection 

between the lin tel and the masonηwall is 

poor and therefore no benefit is obtained. 

In the affected紅白， very weak construc-

tion materials were observed. Blocks and 

bricks could be holed just with the finger. 

Photo 7.24 series show仕le守picalprocess of 

block preparation. Blocks (400 x 200 x 

200mm) are made of sandjcement mortar. 

This mix is poured into molds and compressed 

whi1e the preparation table shakes to help the 

compaction (Photo 7.24(c)). The prepared 

blocks are left on a yard to dry under the sun 

heat. Although仕lesand has high concentra-

tion of salt and organic materials， it is not 

washed prior to the block fabrication. As a 

result，仕lebricks exhibit very伊 orquaIi句Tand

low strength. The Schmidt hammer was used 

Photo 7.27 The roof collapsed and left仕lehouse Photo 7.28 Separation of the adjacent walls of a single 
unprotected story masonry dwelling 
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7. Building Damage 

Photo 7.29 Topography induced local site efTects caused extensive darnage 
at出isarea located on top of a h出

Photo 7.30 Towns where a large number of masom:y houses collapsed 
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to check the strength of the blocks ready for 

sale. Unfortunately， the material strength felt 

below the limits that could be measured 

through this device. 

3. Damage repo吋

(1) Residential masonηstructures 

These section re戸 rtsdamages to single and 

two stoηT residential buildings. 

Photos 7.25 and 7.26 show separation of 

adjacent wa1ls due to concentration of stresses 

at仕lebuilding comers and poor connection 

between walls. Mter the cracking，仕lelateral 

walls (which are not resisting仕leroof weigh t) 

are likely to fall. 

Photos 7.27 and 7.28 show roof damage 

consisting of slipping and falling tiles. 

Photo 7.29 shows a匂Tpicalcase of local site 

effect caused by topographical configuration. 

The damage at出issite is extensive compared 

to the suη'Ounding areas because it is located 

on top of a hill. 

7. Building Da.mage 

Photo 7.30 series shows typical masonηr 

structure collapse configuration. At some ar-

eas， almost 1000
/0 of the structures collapsed. 

As men tioned before， ado be and masonηr 

structures with small units present two main 

inconveniences. First， in case of collapse， 

these structures leave veηT small free space 

underneath世間 debrisand thus the proba凶ー

ity of survival is low if somebody is trapped 

under the fallen structure. Second， due to 

dust generated by the collapse， even if a per-

son Can survive the collapse， he or she might 

asphyxiate. 

Photo 7.31 shows the overview and details 

of a damaged structure. The connection be-

tween columns， walls， and slab is veη 卯 or.

Photo 7.32 presents a damaged substation 

facili匂rwhose main structure is masonη.An 

external r，∞f and its supporting columns， both 

RC elements， are appended to it. Due to the 

lack of an appropriate connection between the 

slab and仕lemason巧Twa1l，仕lesupporting wa1l 

was seriously damaged (Photo 7.32(c)). This 

Photo 7.33 Public buildings that did not suffer severe darnage during the earthquake. Public structures 
are enforced by law to follow the seismic design code. 
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building damage level requires immediate re-

construction. However， due to the necessity 

of keeping the equipment stored in it opera-

tive， provisional steel struts have been pro-

vided to su pport the roof. Reconstruction is 

delayed for a while. 

So far， damaged structures have been pre-

sented. However， at the same locations， an-

other group of structures performed well. 

Photo 7.33 shows public buildings made of 

masonry with very low damage level. From 

this， it can be concluded that masonηT struc-

tures built with appropriate care， sound ma-

terials， i.e. well shaped brickjstone， and good 

foundations can perform well in case of earth-

quakes. The key issue is to study仕lesestruc-

tures and extract as much e却 erienceas pos-

sible from them. 

7. Building Da"ω:ge 

(2) Non-residential masonη， structures 

Photo 7.34 series shows damages to walls 

and fences. Photo 7.34(a) shows a wall that 

was buil t on top of a hill to protect the ci ty 

against the enemy. The topography favored 

the amplification of the ground shake and 

therefore， the wall felt at several locations 

(white spots on top of the hill). Photo 7.34(c) 

shows an arch type structure. This shape is 

veηT convenient for materials with poor per-

formance in tension， like masonry， because 

the induced stresses are all compression. If 

仕lesupport is sufficiently strong， these struc-

tures are veη， resistant. 

Photo 7.34(d) shows the effect of a仕eeon 

the perfoロnanceof a mason巧， wall. The roots 

of the tree growing on top of the wall pen-

(a) Defense fence on top of仕leh出 (whitespots show 
fallen wall) 

(b)乃pi凶 1collapse of a defense wall 
(c) Arch structure出atperformed well during the 

earthqu品問
(d) A tree weakened仕lewall causing its collapse 

Photo 7.34 Walls and fences 
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(a) Darnaged masonry monumental s1:nlctures 

(b) Completely col1apsed monumental s1:nlctures 

(c) Undarnaged monumental s1:nlcture in spite of 
its heavy roof. The surrounding structures 
sufIered difIerent levels of darnage. 

7. Building Damage 

(c) 

Photo 7.35 Monumental s1:nlctures at Bhuj (18血 century)

etrated it and generated a weak plane in仕le

structure. During仕les廿ongshake， both wall 

sides lost connection and one of them felt. 

Photo 7.35 series shows damage and un-

damaged monumental structures. Photo 

7.35(c) presents a structure， which in spite of 

having a heavy roof， perfoロnedwell d uring 

the earthquake. The large and sound founda-

tion together with the quality of the materi-

als， evidenced by the uniform shape of the 

masonry units， contributed to its good per-

formance. 

4. Charαcterお針ωo[the structures 

Microtremors were measured on both dam-

aged and undamaged structures as shown in 

Figure 7.15 . These measurements were used 

to obぬ血 thenatural period of the structures 

in the affected area. Figures 7.16 and 7.17 

show仕lenatural periods of仕lesingle and two 

stoηT brick masonry structures shown in Pho-

tos 7.36 and 7.37， respectively. Figure 7.18 

shows the relation between the natural pe-

riod and the number of floors. The brick ma-
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Figure 7.15 Microtremor measurement system 

sonry structure G4 shown in Photo 7.38 has 

a larger natural period than other structures 

with similar height due to仕ledamage inflicted 

by the earthquake. 

Dynamic properties of elevated water tanks 

were also surveyed. These structures exhibit 

natural periods around Isec， much larger 

than the corresponding to residential build-

ings. Residential buildings with such large 

司



7. Building Da.mage 

only comments regarding the layout are given 

by the appointed office. No structural com-

periods are over 13 stories high and were not 

surveyed in this occasion. 

ments or remarks are given. 

The surveyed revealed that the elevated 

water tanks performed better than residen-

tial buildings during the present earthquake. 

Two reasons could explain this situation: 

quality of construction and difference in dy-

namic properties. The first one is clear from 

the survey. However， due to the lack of seis-

mic records no discussion can be done on仕le

frequency contents of the strong ground mo-

tion and its effect on仕ledifferen t守peofstruc-

tures. 

The concrete s廿engthof various s甘uctures

was evaluated by means of the Schmidt ham-

mer. For residential structures， strength felt 

between 100 to 200 kg/cm2 whereas for wa-

ter tanks it was between 400 to 500 kg/cm2 • 

The reason for such a big gap is that for pub-

lic structures， such as elevated water tanks， 

the seismic resistant code is mandatory， 

whereas for residential buildings it is not. Al-

though owners are required by the local gov-

ernment to submit the plans of their resi-

dences for revision prior to the construction， 
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Figure 7.17 Microtremor spectral ratio for building 
in Photo 7.37 

Photo 7.37 Microtemor measurements at a twか story
masonry building with RC frame 
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Figure 7.18 Relation between natural period and the number of f100rs of血es甘ucturesin 
吐leaffected訂 ea

5. Conclusions 

A powerful earthquake struck仕lestate of 

Gujarat， India on 26th Jan， 2001. This qu討偲

was responsible for仕leimmense伺 sual匂Tand

property loss. Casual句Tloss was mainly due to 

the col1apse of poorly constructed structures. 

This chapter rr国凶ydiscusses仕lemech自由ms

of the damage to仕lemasonry s甘ucturesin仕le

earthquake-affected紅 eas.There are several 

匂TpeSof the masonry constructions that can 

be classified according to出econs仕uctionma-

terials and construction type. The m司jorrea-

sons for仕lepoor performance are weak bond 

of the masonry wa11， weak beam-column joints， 

etc. However，仕lerewere some s甘ucturesthat 

performed well in仕leaffected areas. This was 

mainly due to白 eproper care and gα対 work-

manship during the construction. 

Photo 7.38 Microtemor measurements at a two-
story brick masonry house damage 
level G4 
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仕lecollapse of the building.官官 S出 nplesof 

solid concrete blocks used as the恒血1material 

for RC fi:百mestructured building (3F) were of 

e泣remelypoor quality and the compressive 

s廿engthwas me陀 ly22 kgf/cm2• The bricks 

obtained仕oma shopp恒gcomplex building 

(3F) wi廿1RC仕ameand brick ir曲IIstructure 

were of two types.官官 lows廿engthbricks are 

出esun-dried bricks and the ones wi出 higher

strength訂 ebaked at low temperatures. 

7. Building Dαmage 

B叫ldingMaterials and Re戸 irand 

Streng出e~ lIethods of 

Earthquake Damaged RC S加 lCtureS

S. Pareek. Y. Hayashi and S. Sawada 

7.4 

of Repair and strengthening 

ear廿lqU法 edamaged RC s廿uctures

In addition to吐letesting of materials. a 

survey on 廿le repair and s甘engthe凶ng

methods of RC structures泊Ahemadabadcity. 

The surv句rteam visited the sites almost 45 

days after the earthquake hit出eregion and 

仕le陀 p剖rworks of damaged RC buildings was 

under process. Photo 7.39 shows one of the 

most common rep剖rpractices adopted. As 

described in廿leprevious chapters the columns 

of仕le“soft・first-story" we陀 badlydamaged and 

as a most irnmediate remedy to vertical loads. 

I-section steel columns were installed under 

廿lefloor beams of second story and temporay 

brick columns were erected and finally出e

original damaged columns were repaired by 

me白ods(2) 

(1) S甘engthtests of building materials 

官官mostprorr山lentreason for廿ledamage

of building structures po回tedout by廿lemass 

media and仕leengineers was廿lepoor quality 

of materials used. In order to clarify the quali句r

of build註19materials. samples were collected 

from various sites of d出 nagedbuildings in 

Gandhidham city and由住 S甘engthtes臼 we陀

conducted.官letypes of materials tested were 

concrete仕omRC building. solid concrete block. 

2匂rpesof bricks出 ldbricks wi出 mortarjoints 

and SaTldstone.百les廿engthtest results of 

sandstone samples taken仕oman apartment 

building (4F)紅 eshown in Fig.7.19. Although 

せle sandstone itself possesses moderate 

s廿ength.出ebonding mortar between出e

stones was of poor quality. which yields at 

relatively low shear loads. The concrete used 

for 吐le RC buil也ng (Hotel 5F) had 

compressive strength ofお 2kgf/cm2 and was 

not of poor quality. Thus the collapse of the 

building due toせlenumber of stories (5F) and 

廿lestructural design could be accounted for 

a 

Damage level of buildings from 

where samples were collectecr Gl to G5 

Stren抽 ofSandstone， Concrete， 
Solid Concrete Block，Bricks and Brick Joint 
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7. Building Damage 

Photo 7.39 可中ical陀 p剖rprocess of damaged colurrm of RC building. 

Photo 7.40 I-section colurrms出atwe陀 plaぽ don the sides of the damaged columns of a 11 

storied aparセnentbuilding (Mansi Complex) in Ahemadabad. 

additional reinforcement and concrete stOIY，出at would hardly provide any 

jacke也19.
Photo 7.40 shows 仕lesteel 企ョmesof 

1-健 ctioncolumns仕latwere placed on仕lesides 

of仕ledamaged columns of a 11 storied 

apa世nent b凶lding (Mansi Complex) 卸

Ahemadabad.百lesteel frames of 1 -section 

columns support仕leverticalloads and without 

any crtteria to吐lelaterョ1loads. Furtherτnore， 

as仕lerr血 orgaps剖 stedbetween the 1-田 ction

columns and仕lefloor beams of the second 
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efIectiveness of the steel仕amesto白estructure. 

In some insiances廿lerep剖rwork had already 

been completed by merely shotcrete加gmortar 

on 廿le damaged columns of the 

"soft-first-sto:ry" (Photo 7.41). 
Photo 7.42 shows仕lerep剖rwork under 

progress， which is a relative1y g∞d example of 

structural rep剖rof the damaged columns of 

廿leopen-first-sto:ry of a 4-sto:ry apartment 

building in Ahemadabad. In廿1Iscase， the old 



7. Building Dαmage 

Photo 7.41 Rep剖rwork was done by shotcreteing mortar on出edamaged columns of the first合 tOIy.

Photo 7.42 Rep剖rwork under progress of the damaged columns of the open-first-story of a 4-s1ory 

apa巾 nentbu姐dingin Ahemadabad. Old∞ncπte仕omthe columns had been chipped-off wi出

additional reinforcement before concrete jacke也19.

concrete 仕om 吐le colunms had been colunm of白-ststOIy and仕lefl∞r-beam of仕le

chip戸 d-offand additional reinforcement was second story was inadequate， leading to weak 

placed. Furthermore，廿le additional beam-column joint (Photo 7.44). 

reinforcement was extended to仕le:fi∞ting出at Photo 7.45 is an example of enhancing仕le

would considerably泊creasethe load beaI恒g lateral loads by the brick泊fillwalls of the 

capacity of colunms (Photo 7.43). However，仕le open-first story.官leanchorage bebNeen仕le

connection bebNeen仕lereinforcement of仕le brick ir泊IIwalls and beams and colunms was 
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bar，吻considelでd.

(3) Conclusions 

A.ηle quality of building materiaIs used 

varied也ョsticaI司y仕omsite to site and was 

not aIways of very poor quality. However， 

maI concrete practlces led to出epoor 

quality materiaIs. In some instances， the 

quality of materials used was satlsfactory 

but the damages of building structures 

poor deta血ng and 

Photo 7.43 Re凶orcementwas extended白血e
foo位19出atwould con剖derablyincrease 
廿leload b伺 ring回.pacityof columns. 

7. Buildmg Dαmage 

undergo回grep剖rworks， it is clear出at出e

"soft-first-stOlγproblem has to be 

eradicated for most of the RC building 

structures. For出is.it is recommended 

出ata“Repair-manuaI" should be prepared 

and distributed to出e1配aIcontractors for 

practice to a仕瓜nan effective structural 

陀 p剖rof damaged buildings. 

Photo 7.44 The connection between 出e
reinforcement of the colurrm of first sto:ry 
and出efl，∞Ir-beam of the second sto:ry 
was inadequate. lead加g to wi白血

beam-column jo泊t.

Photo 7.45 Brick infill w討Isof the open-血"'8tsto:ry. 
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